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This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue
"Fatigue Damage" that was published in Metals
For four decades, this extraordinary textbook played an
pivotal role in the way biochemistry is taught, offering
exceptionally clear writing, innovative graphics, coverage
of the latest research techniques and advances, and a
signature emphasis on physiological and medical
relevance. Those defining features are at the heart of
this edition. See what's in the LaunchPad
This second issue of Transactions on Large-Scale Dataand Knowledge-Centered Systems consists of journal
versions of selected papers from the 11th International
Conference on Data Warehousing and Knowledge
Discovery (DaWaK 2009).
Flexible architecture adapts to new uses, responds to
change rather than stagnating, and is motive rather than
static. Understanding how it has been conceived,
designed, made, and used helps us understand its
potential in solving current and future problems
associated with technological, social, and economic
change. This book explores the whole genre of fl exible
architecturebuildings that are intended to respond to
evolving situations in their form, operation, or location.
Crossing the boundaries between architecture, interior
design, product design, and furniture design, this
innovative book is the first to deal with the entire scope
of the topic.
The eighth edition of Textbook of Medical Biochemistry
provides a concise, comprehensive overview of
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biochemistry, with a clinical approach to understand
disease processes. Beginning with an introduction to cell
biology, the book continues with an analysis of
biomolecule chemistry, molecular biology and
metabolism, as well as chapters on diet and nutrition,
biochemistry of cancer and AIDS, and environmental
biochemistry. Each chapter includes numerous images,
multiple choice and essay-style questions, as well as
highlighted text to help students remember the key
points.
This book provides a basis for the design and analysis of
welded components that are subjected to fluctuating
forces, to avoid failure by fatigue. It is also a valuable
resource for those on boards or commissions who are
establishing fatigue design codes. For maximum benefit,
readers should already have a working knowledge of the
basics of fatigue and fracture mechanics. The purpose of
designing a structure taking into consideration the limit
state for fatigue damage is to ensure that the
performance is satisfactory during the design life and
that the survival probability is acceptable. The latter is
achieved by the use of appropriate partial safety factors.
This document has been prepared as the result of an
initiative by Commissions XIII and XV of the International
Institute of Welding (IIW).
As one of the most dynamic fields in contemporary science,
bioinorganic chemistry lies at a natural juncture between
chemistry, biology, and medicine. This rapidly expanding field
probes fascinating questions about the uses of metal ions in
nature. Respiration, metabolism, photosynthesis, gene
regulation, and nerve impulse transmission are a few of the
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many natural processes that require metal ions, and new
systems are continually being discovered. The use of
unnatural metals - which have been introduced into human
biology as diagnostic probes and drugs - is another active
area of tremendous medical significance. This introductory
text, written by two pioneering researchers, is destined to
become a landmark in the field of bioinorganic chemistry
through its organized unification of key topics. Accessible to
undergraduates, the book provides necessary background
information on coordination chemistry, biochemistry, and
physical methods before delving into topics that are central to
the field: What metals are chosen and how are they taken up
by cells? How are the concentrations of metals controlled and
utilized in cells? How do metals bind to and fold
biomolecules? What principles govern electron transfer and
substrate binding and activation reactions? How do proteins
fine-tune the properties of metals for specific functions? For
each topic discussed, fundamentals are identified and then
clarified through selected examples. An extraordinarily
readable writing style combines with chapter-opening
principles, study problems, and beautifully rendered two-color
illustrations to make this book an ideal choice for instructors,
students, and researchers in the chemical, biological, and
medicalcommunities.
The rapidly-expanding aerospace industry is a prime
developer and user of advanced metallic and composite
materials in its many products. This book concentrates on the
manufacturing technology necessary to fabricate and
assemble these materials into useful and effective structural
components. Detailed chapters are dedicated to each key
metal or alloy used in the industry, including aluminum,
magnesium, beryllium, titanium, high strength steels, and
superalloys. In addition the book deals with composites,
adhesive bonding and presents the essentials of structural
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assembly. This book will be an important resource for all
those involved in aerospace design and construction,
materials science and engineering, as well as for
metallurgists and those working in related sectors such as the
automotive and mass transport industries. Flake Campbell Jr
has over thirty seven years experience in the aerospace
industry and is currently Senior Technical Fellow at the
Boeing Phantom Works in Missouri, USA. * All major
aerospace structural materials covered: metals and
composites * Focus on details of manufacture and use *
Author has huge experience in aerospace industry * A musthave book for materials engineers, design and structural
engineers, metallurgical engineers and manufacturers for the
aerospace industry
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First
International Workshop on Numerical Analysis and Its
Applications, WNAA'96, held in Rousse, Bulgaria, in June
1996. The 57 revised full papers presented were carefully
selected and reviewed for inclusion in the volume; also
included are 14 invited presentations. All in all, the book
offers a wealth of new results and methods of numerical
analysis applicable in computational science, particularly in
computational physics and chemistry. The volume reflects
that the cooperation of computer scientists, mathematicians
and scientists provides new numerical tools for computational
scientists and, at the same time, stimulates numerical
analysis.
These proceedings include most of the available information
on this major seismic event and its consequences. With an
estimated moment magnitude of 7.7 and a heavy toll in terms
of human and economic losses, it ranks as the largest
intermediate-depth earthquake in Europe in the twentieth
century. Nevertheless, because of the difficult conditions in
the 1940s, the lessons learnt after the Vrancea earthquake
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were not extensively shared with the international scientific
community and thus, this book fills a gap in the literature
discussing the knowledge acquired after major disasters. Past
experience together with current understanding of the 1940
Vrancea earthquake are presented along with the latest
information on Romanian seismicity, seismic hazard and risk
assessment, and seismic evaluation and rehabilitation of
buildings and structures. Moreover, it includes excerpts from
Romanian post-disaster reports and textbooks concerning the
earthquake.
Designed for students learning about viruses for the first time
at the undergraduate or graduate level, Fundamentals of
Molecular Virology is presented in a style which relates to
today's students and professors. This book is also a valuable,
up-to-date source of information for graduate students,
postdoctoral fellows and research scientists working with
viruses. Chapters contributed by prominent virologists were
edited to conform to a clear and accessible style. The text
provides a thorough presentation of basic and contemporary
concepts in virology for a student's first exposure to the field.
These Proceedings include the written version of papers
presented at the IAG International Symposium on "Gravity,
Geoid and Earth Observation 2008". The Symposium was
held in Chania, Crete, Greece, 23-27 June 2008 and
organized by the Laboratory of Geodesy and Geomatics
Engineering, Technical University of Crete, Greece. The
meeting was arranged by the International Association of
Geodesy and in particular by the IAG Commission 2: Gravity
Field. The symposium aimed at bringing together geodesists
and geophysicists working in the general areas of gravity,
geoid, geodynamics and Earth observation. Besides covering
the traditional research areas, special attention was paid to
the use of geodetic methods for: Earth observation,
environmental monitoring, Global Geodetic Observing System
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(GGOS), Earth Gravity Models (e.g., EGM08), geodynamics
studies, dedicated gravity satellite missions (i.e., GOCE),
airborne gravity surveys, Geodesy and geodynamics in polar
regions, and the integration of geodetic and geophysical
information.
Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is an
emerging technique for determining elemental composition.
With the ability to analyse solids, liquids and gases with little
or no sample preparation, it is more versatile than
conventional methods and is ideal for on-site analysis. This is
a comprehensive reference explaining the fundamentals of
the LIBS phenomenon, its history and its fascinating
applications across eighteen chapters written by recognized
leaders in the field. Over 300 illustrations aid understanding.
This book will be of significant interest to researchers in
chemical and materials analysis within academia and
industry.
Our understanding of the function and structure of
chromosomes and their interrelationship has grown in recent
years. The chapters in this issue describe the advances that
have been made possible by combining microscope
techniques with sophisticated biochemical and genetic
approaches to unlock the secrets of chromosomes. The
authors look at many aspects of chromosome biology, such
as protein, DNA and RNA composition of chromosomes,
defined chromosome structures, unusual chromosome
structures and specialized chromosomes and microscope
tools for chromosome analysis. 'Chromosome Structure and
Function' will be an invaluable resource for undergraduate
and postgraduate students in fields such as plant and animal
sciences, genetics, and molecular biology. In fact, any
student, teacher or researcher interested in chromosome
biology will find this special issue indispensable.
To facilitate a deeper understanding of tensegrity structures,
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this book focuses on their two key design problems: selfequilibrium analysis and stability investigation. In particular,
high symmetry properties of the structures are extensively
utilized. Conditions for self-equilibrium as well as superstability of tensegrity structures are presented in detail. An
analytical method and an efficient numerical method are
given for self-equilibrium analysis of tensegrity structures: the
analytical method deals with symmetric structures and the
numerical method guarantees super-stability. Utilizing group
representation theory, the text further provides analytical
super-stability conditions for the structures that are of dihedral
as well as tetrahedral symmetry. This book not only serves as
a reference for engineers and scientists but is also a useful
source for upper-level undergraduate and graduate students.
Keeping this objective in mind, the presentation of the book is
self-contained and detailed, with an abundance of figures and
examples.
An overview of structures designed to be mobile, their uses,
and the principles involved in their design including a
consideration of the wide range of applications in which they
can be found.
Advances in Applied Mathematics and Approximation Theory:
Contributions from AMAT 2012 is a collection of the best
articles presented at “Applied Mathematics and
Approximation Theory 2012,” an international conference
held in Ankara, Turkey, May 17-20, 2012. This volume brings
together key work from authors in the field covering topics
such as ODEs, PDEs, difference equations, applied analysis,
computational analysis, signal theory, positive operators,
statistical approximation, fuzzy approximation, fractional
analysis, semigroups, inequalities, special functions and
summability. The collection will be a useful resource for
researchers in applied mathematics, engineering and
statistics.?
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Concise but complete, this mini-encyclopedia contains over
1,500 entries covering all important concepts, compounds,
techniques and acronyms for quick and easy reference.
Guiding readers through the ever-increasing jungle of nucleic
acid science and technology, the book distills the key
information out of the large body of primary literature and
presents it in a single volume. A first-stop resource for
everyone, from students to established researchers, as both
a desktop and library reference.

Seven years have elapsed since Dr. Renee Ford,
editor-in-chief of Materials Technology, first
suggested to me to publish a book on Functionally
Graded Materials (FGMs). She said that the FGM
concept, then largely unknown outside of Japan and
a relatively few laboratories elsewhere, would be of
great interest to everyone working in the materials
field because of its potentially universal applicability.
There was no book about FGMs in English at that
time, although the number of research papers,
review articles, and FGM conference proceedings
had been increasing yearly. We discussed what the
book should cover, and decided it should present a
comprehensive description from basic theory to the
most recent applications of FGMs. This would make
it useful both as an introduction to FGMs for those
simply curious about what this new materials field
was all about, and also as a textbook for
researchers, engineers, and graduate students in
various material fields. The FGM Forum in Japan
generously offered to support this publication
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program. is very difficult for an individual author to
write a book that Because it covers such a wide
range of various aspects of many different materials,
I invited more than 30 eminent materials scientists
throughout the world, who were associated with
FGM research, to contribute selected topics. I also
asked several leading researchers in this field to edit
selected chapters: Dr. Barry H. Rabin, then at the U.
S.
This new edition provides extensive information to
designers on various aspects of gears and gearing
systems. Very comprehensive in its coverage, the
handbook contains enough tables, illustrative
examples and diagrams to enable designers arrive
at quick solutions for their problems. The handbook
is based on ISO specifications and is a unique blend
of practical as well as the theoretical aspects of gear
designs. The new edition includes more on spiral
bevel gears, arcoid gears, klingelnberg and gleason
systems and gear tooth checking.
Over the recent years, biochemistry has become
responsible for explaining living processes such that
many scientists in the life sciences from agronomy to
medicine are engaged in biochemical research. This
book contains an overview focusing on the research
area of proteins, enzymes, cellular mechanisms and
chemical compounds used in relevant approaches.
The book deals with basic issues and some of the
recent developments in biochemistry. Particular
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emphasis is devoted to both theoretical and
experimental aspect of modern biochemistry. The
primary target audience for the book includes
students, researchers, biologists, chemists, chemical
engineers and professionals who are interested in
biochemistry, molecular biology and associated
areas. The book is written by international scientists
with expertise in protein biochemistry, enzymology,
molecular biology and genetics many of which are
active in biochemical and biomedical research. We
hope that the book will enhance the knowledge of
scientists in the complexities of some biochemical
approaches; it will stimulate both professionals and
students to dedicate part of their future research in
understanding relevant mechanisms and
applications of biochemistry.
This book provides the first comprehensive review of
viral genome replication strategies, emphasizing not
only pathways and regulation but also the structurefunction, mechanism, and inhibition of proteins and
enzymes required for this process.
This proceedings contains a selection of peerreviewed papers presented at the IAG Scientific
Assembly, Postdam, Germany, 1-6 September,
2013. The scientific sessions were focussed on the
definition, implementation and scientific applications
of reference frames; gravity field determination and
applications; the observation and assessment of
earth hazards. It presents a collection of the
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contributions on the applications of earth rotations
dynamics, on observation systems and services as
well as on imaging and positioning techniques and
its applications.
The potential of composites cannot be fully realized
unless their fracture modes and failure mechanisms
are fully understood, and appropriate design tools for
failure prediction are developed and verified.
1. PURPOSE. This Handbook presents the approved
methods and procedures for the conduct of Coast Guard boat
operations. Major topics within this handbook are boat crew
duties and responsibilities, towing, person in the water
recovery, rescue assistance and fire fighting, and air
operations. 2. DIRECTIVES AFFECTED. The Boat Crew
Seamanship Manual, COMDTINST M16114.5C, is canceled.
3. DISCUSSION. This Handbook provides guidance on how
to engage in safe and effective boat operations. 4. MAJOR
CHANGES. First issue.
Do you have a biological question that could be readily
answered by computational techniques, but little experience
in programming? Do you want to learn more about the core
techniques used in computational biology and bioinformatics?
Written in an accessible style, this guide provides a
foundation for both newcomers to computer programming and
those interested in learning more about computational
biology. The chapters guide the reader through: a complete
beginners' course to programming in Python, with an
introduction to computing jargon; descriptions of core
bioinformatics methods with working Python examples;
scientific computing techniques, including image analysis,
statistics and machine learning. This book also functions as a
language reference written in straightforward English,
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covering the most common Python language elements and a
glossary of computing and biological terms. This title will
teach undergraduates, postgraduates and professionals
working in the life sciences how to program with Python, a
powerful, flexible and easy-to-use language.
This volume addresses different issues related to green
innovation procurement as well as exploring the challenges
involved in public procurement. It offers a broad array of
perspectives, addressing both general, abstract problems of
optimal public procurement and concrete cases of national or
even local public procurement systems.
In a rapidly changing world, there is an ever-increasing need
to monitor the Earth’s resources and manage it sustainably
for future generations. Earth observation from satellites is
critical to provide information required for informed and timely
decision making in this regard. Satellite-based earth
observation has advanced rapidly over the last 50 years, and
there is a plethora of satellite sensors imaging the Earth at
finer spatial and spectral resolutions as well as high temporal
resolutions. The amount of data available for any single
location on the Earth is now at the petabyte-scale. An everincreasing capacity and computing power is needed to handle
such large datasets. The Google Earth Engine (GEE) is a
cloud-based computing platform that was established by
Google to support such data processing. This facility allows
for the storage, processing and analysis of spatial data using
centralized high-power computing resources, allowing
scientists, researchers, hobbyists and anyone else interested
in such fields to mine this data and understand the changes
occurring on the Earth’s surface. This book presents
research that applies the Google Earth Engine in mining,
storing, retrieving and processing spatial data for a variety of
applications that include vegetation monitoring, cropland
mapping, ecosystem assessment, and gross primary
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productivity, among others. Datasets used range from coarse
spatial resolution data, such as MODIS, to medium resolution
datasets (Worldview -2), and the studies cover the entire
globe at varying spatial and temporal scales.
James D. Watson When, in late March of 1953, Francis Crick
and I came to write the first Nature paper describing the
double helical structure of the DNA molecule, Francis had
wanted to include a lengthy discussion of the genetic
implications of a molecule whose struc ture we had divined
from a minimum of experimental data and on theoretical argu
ments based on physical principles. But I felt that this might
be tempting fate, given that we had not yet seen the detailed
evidence from King's College. Nevertheless, we reached a
compromise and decided to include a sentence that pointed
to the biological significance of the molecule's key feature-the
complementary pairing of the bases. "It has not escaped our
notice," Francis wrote, "that the specific pairing that we have
postulated immediately suggests a possible copying
mechanism for the genetic material." By May, when we were
writing the second Nature paper, I was more confident that
the proposed structure was at the very least substantially
correct, so that this second paper contains a discussion of
molecular self-duplication using templates or molds. We
pointed out that, as a consequence of base pairing, a DNA
molecule has two chains that are complementary to each
other. Each chain could then act ". . . as a template for the
formation on itself of a new companion chain, so that
eventually we shall have two pairs of chains, where we only
had one before" and, moreover, " ...
The 1940 Vrancea Earthquake. Issues, Insights and Lessons
LearntProceedings of the Symposium Commemorating 75
Years from November 10, 1940 Vrancea EarthquakeSpringer
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